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MODULE 2 Water 

      
Reversed in 1900, the Chicago river started to connect with the Mississippi River through the 28 miles 

long Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal. Ten years later, another waterway which called North Shore Channel is 
built to collect the sewage from Chicago's expanding northern suburbs. In 1922, the third channel which 
named Calumet-Saganashkee opened, which connect the Calumet Rivers into the Mississippi River net. The 3-
step construction of canals train the current Chicago waterway system. The reverse success on keeping Lake 
of Michigan clean. However, it doesn't solve the sewage problem. The sewage with several  organics drain to 
Mississippi River and lead to the problem of hypertrophication. 

 
There are some facts about the water system in Chicago: 
� 1,018 million gallons of water intake from Lake Michigan, and serve 5.2 million people, and lead to 

1,157  million gallons of waste water per day. 
� 123 gallons of water a person use per day. 
� 55% of rainfall will end up with runoff water and flow throw sewer system into the River(either treated 

or untreated), only 15% can be recharged into ground water system in the urban area. 
� 1/4 is the percentage that runoff water take place of the daily water withdraw limit. 
� 1,550 million gallons of water reversals into the Lake with 1 to 3 time in a year average. However, the 

number can varies from 0 to 11,509 million gallons in a year. 
 
Zoom in to the scale of Cook County, the whole water supply and treatment system is a result of a long 

term development process of more than 100 years, and limited by the existing condition and the growth of 
city. The combined sewer system make the sewer turbidity vary, so does the sewer volume. However, it is not 
easy to change the whole underground system. That's why the MWRD(Metropolitan Water Reclamation 
District of Greater Chicago) built the TARP(Tunnel and Reservoir Plan, aka Chicago Deep Tunnel) system. The 
TARP is supposed to store the combined sewer which over the sewerage treatment capacity during heavy 
rainfall.  However, it is the way that solve the problem in a "waste water" level: the combined sewer could 
include water runoff which we consider as "waste" once it enter the sewerage system. To prevent this 
happened, it has to be solved in the earlier stage. Several ways such as permeable pavement and flood 
detention pool can be the method. 

 
Urban Farming 
 
To combine with the food system and the Asian crop system, I consider urban farming or even vertical 

farming as an potential. It's an industry that require water, soil and fertilizer which are the by-product of 
waste water treatment process. Also, it can solve the food desert problem.  

 
Urban Farming can supply fresh fruit and vegetable to the local neighborhoods. It actually saving the 

energy with decrease the distance that food travel from 2,500 mi to 47mi or even shorter. It also provide the 
job opportunity to the community, for which 1 acre urban farm land need 4 farmer to care for. One acre of 
land can grow 165,000 pounds of  vegetable in a year, which can earn $57,000 income. However, to get one 
acre vacant land prepared to farm, it cost $500,000 at the beginning. Since that $500,000 include new soil, 
compost, fencing and water supply, the by-product of waste water treatment process can support that 
requirement.  If the cost of farm land preparing can be decrease, more people will be willing to participate in 
the urban farming system. 

 
 
 


